The Tug of War of Reason and
Faith
in
C.S.
Lewis’s
Favorite Novel
Byron Barlowe examines the timeless battle between reason and
faith in C.S. Lewis’s novel—his favorite—Till We Have Faces.
Are they mutually exclusive or can they balance one another?
How do we reconcile them? “To rationally look at love and
logic and to gaze along, to creatively depict and model its
living out, may soon be all that is left to us to reach a new
generation.”

“You think the gods have sent you there? All lies of priests
and poets, child . . . The god within you is the god you
should obey: reason, calmness, self-discipline.”
– The Fox, Greek tutor in Till We Have Faces[1]
“Heaven forbid we should work [the garden of our human nature]
in the spirit of . . . Stoics . . . We know very well that
what we are hacking and pruning is big with a splendour and
vitality which our rational will could never of itself have
supplied. To liberate that splendour, to let it become fully
what it is trying to be, to have tall trees instead of scrubby
tangles, and sweet apples instead of crabs, is part of our
purpose.”
– C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves[2]
A strong relationship between C.S. Lewis’s conceptions of
Contemplation and Enjoyment persists throughout his novel Till
We Have Faces. It seems most fruitful for today’s apologist to
examine two primary characters’ relationship to the concepts
in this way: the Greek slave-tutor known as the Fox,

represents cold, hard, factual rationality which grudgingly
gives a nod to the divine, but only in a limited, controlling
way. He represents Stoicism more than any other school of
thought. Meanwhile, the barbarian-pagan Priest of the god
Ungit represents a less worldly wise, more mysterious and
superstitious faith, rooted in earthy experience (fertility
rites, blood sacrifice, etc.). Either worldview can limit
human nature, truth and meaning. The Greek-infused
contemplative life-view (nowadays seen most strongly in
Modernism and its irreligious pupils), largely eschews the
heartfelt experience of the latter, while the latter’s
religiosity often dismisses the thoughtful, discerning caution
of the former. This artificially strict dichotomy and lack of
balance shows forth at every turn in the Church today,
creating a blindly loyal fideism with few answers for
contemplative questions; or we see, in an overcorrection, a
clinical, spiritless, formulaic religion of pure reason. The
former, an unreflective modus operandi, chills—and according
to testimonies of many apostates and atheists,
creates—skeptics, who much like the Fox, seizing on pure
reason, ceaselessly explain away the immaterial and numinous.
In doing so they, like the Fox’s star student Orual, act as
plaintiffs against God or the gods. One apologist recently
found that nearly all the young men he surveyed who serve as
leaders of college atheist/agnostic groups in the U.S. were
raised in church and attended Christian youth groups. Given
the ubiquity of broken families, where little love borne of
God-given freedom exists—much like the main character Orual’s
situation—and know-nothing, superstitious Christians, it is no
wonder that a mass exodus of youth from the Church continues.
One antidote to the current state of imbalance of
Contemplation (reasoned examination toward applied wisdom) and
Enjoyed faith (in Lewis’s sense, experientially realized) may
be to use and model the dual approach of Lewis’s The Four
Loves alongside Till We Have Faces. To rationally look at love
and logic and to gaze along, to creatively depict and model
its living out, may soon be all that is left to us to reach a

new generation.
In the mythic Till We Have Faces, which we will discuss here,
the dual (and often dueling) dynamics of reason (often couched
in secularized religion) versus mystical religion (often
superstitious) interplay in various characters. It may help to
explore these chief characters Lewis creates to embody the
story of clashing worlds and worldviews, as well as the Fox’s
prize student, Orual. Meanwhile, we will briefly attempt to
apply the lessons Lewis teaches apologists into the modern
milieu.
First, Lewis revealed the predominant worldview, the Fox’s
philosophy, early in the novel as he tutored Orual. His
Platonic views were summarized thus, “‘No man can be an exile
if he remembers that all the world is one city,’ and
‘Everything is as good or bad as our opinion makes it.’”[3] As
a well-taught classical Greek, he sets out to import real
learning into the barbarian kingdom to which he is enslaved.
Orual admired her “grandfather’s” constant quest for knowledge
and carried on his tendency to question, Socratically, all
that went on. Yet, since her dear Fox, always the philosopher,
seemed “ashamed of loving poetry (‘All folly, my child’), she
overachieves in philosophy to “get a poem out of him.”[4]
Foretelling the dismissiveness and globalizing of the numinous
by today’s naturalistic thinkers, the Fox scoffs at
surpranatural / supernatural explanations with a curt, “these
things come about by natural causes.”[5] In an ancient
instance of positive-mental-attitude-laced freethinking, he
lectures, “we must learn, child, not to fear anything that
nature brings.”[6] When Orual’s sister Psyche goes about
ostensibly healing the townspeople, and Orual asks about the
validity of the claims, Fox the Naturalist characteristically
keeps the options limited but somewhat open. “It might be in
accordance with nature that some hands can heal. Who
knows?”[7] Herein lies a bit of epistemic humility, somewhat
disingenuous it seems, something this writer detects quite a

lot among materialist-naturalists.
The Fox’s framework of Platonic forms emerges in his
assessment of Psyche’s ethereal beauty, “delight[ing] to say,
she was ‘according to nature’; what every woman, or even every
thing, ought to have been and meant to be, but had missed by
some trip of chance.”[8] While talk of gods peppered his
language (“Ah, Zeus” and “by the gods”—more than curses?),
fate seems to drive the universe’s cause and effect. He
considers suicide and opines about returning to the elements
in death, fatefully acquiescing, to which Orual beseeches,
“But, Grandfather, do you really in your heart believe nothing
of what is said about the gods and Those Below? But you do . .
. you are trembling.” His Gnostic-tinged response: the body
fails me. I am a fool, being trapped in it so long.[9] From
what little the writer knows of Greek theology, its progeny
thrives in and out of the Church today as an admixture of
practical atheism, pantheism and pragmatism. Lewis sneaks in
the side door of the skeptical fortress by characterizing so
strongly the Fox, whose loving humanity belies his deadening
philosophy. If Lewis’s retelling of ancient myth can be
refashioned again, or better, simply read, truth and meaning
may get through.
On the second worldview, Lewis sets forth the theme of a
grounding darkness, holy and otherworldly, chiefly through the
pagan Priest of the local goddess Ungit. The Priest served as
prophet, harbinger of judgment. He repeats the warning of
Ungit’s all-hearing ears and vengefulness to the irreligious
king on two occasions[10] He carries out shadowy, ancient
rituals without explanation and in dark places, sticky with
blood offerings. Even outside the dank and sacred temple,
“every hour the Priest of Ungit walked around [the sacred
fire],” narrates Orual, “and threw in the proper things.”[11]
Throughout, Lewis equates the holy with the mysterious, the
hidden and darkened. Divine silence, corresponding to the
biblical God’s hiddenness and holiness, presents as a major

theme of Till We Have Faces. The Priest offers few and brief
explanations.[12] The god judging Orual in the afterlife
allows her lifelong complaints to speak for themselves. Her
resultant epiphany balances the equation between reason and
religion, witty words and wordless (if corrupted) wisdom, and
reconciles the silence: “I saw well why the gods do not speak
to us openly, nor let us answer. Till that word [of inner
secret] can be dug out of us, why should they hear the babble
we think we mean?”[13] These characters serve as foils for one
another, a creative way to tie Modern rationalism to man’s
inexorable and entirely unnatural acknowledgment of both the
spiritual, or numinous and the moral law.
Sixteen years previous, Lewis had published The Problem of
Pain, wherein he explores this undeniable yet insanely
irrational or rather supernaturally revealed sense of numinous
awe and moral law inherent in every man and culture. As if
foreshadowing the clash of worldviews in discussion, Lewis
writes, “Man . . . can close his spiritual eyes against the
Numinous, if he is prepared to part company with half the
great poets and prophets of his race, with his own childhood,
with the richness and depth of uninhibited experience [the
Fox, to a high degree, or] . . . He can refuse to identify the
Numinous with the righteous, and remain a barbarian,
worshipping sexuality, or the dead, or the lifeforce, or the
future [the old Priest].”[14] The concepts of Contemplation
and Enjoyment intertwine through a scholar and a man of the
altar, through the gods and humans alike. In life and in myth,
“men, and gods, flow in and out and mingle.”[15]
The Fox’s and Priest’s views of one another and each other’s
worldview clashed like contemporary apologetic debates. The
Fox saw the Priest’s work as “mischief”[16] and nonsense. “A
child of six would talk more sense” was the Fox’s response to
the apparent contradictions of the Priestly doctrines
regarding the Great Offering.[17] Contrarily, the Priest
reflexively dismisses the Fox’s Greek wisdom. According to

Orual, “like all sacred matters, [a sacred, acted ritual] is
and it is not (so that it was easy for the Fox to show its
manifold contradictions).”[18] Yet, “even Stoicism finds
itself willy-nilly bowing the knee to God.”[19] The Fox at
times let down his learned persona, evidencing the axiom that
man is inherently religious. Yes, he gave a regular nod to the
gods, and at the birth of Orual’s sister Psyche he says
wistfully, almost wishfully, “Now by all the gods . . . I
could almost believe that there really is divine blood in your
family.” Though his comment regards the family bloodline, one
picks up here and elsewhere a religious man, who then quickly
covers the sentiment with appeals to reason, even
rationalization.
Such
characterization
seems
both
autobiographical on Lewis’s part and testimony to his many
dealings with materialist, humanist, secularist, liberal
Christian, and unbelieving scholars and laymen.
The Priest’s mythical, experiential religious conviction
versus the Fox’s worldly wisdom weaves itself through a
climactic showdown. A death sentence falls on Psyche as the
Accursed, to be offered to the goddess Ungit. (Here is the
clash of wills between man and the divine in a crisis of state
and religion so often seen in history.[20]) “Ungit will be
avenged. It’s not a bull or ram [sacrifice] that will quiet
her now,” pronounces the Priest.[21] He mentions “the Brute,”
who legend says will take away the human sacrifice. In classic
rational fashion, the King challenges, “Who has ever seen this
Brute . . . What is it like, eh?” In this moment, the Fox
presents himself as the King’s counsellor, living out his
reasonable raison d’etre. Prosecution-style, he determines
that the Brute only exists as an image, a shadow, six-year-old
nonsense. The Priest dismisses this as “the wisdom of the
Greeks,” and seeks the peoples’ fear as a fallback position.
(Interestingly, many who either believe in or dismiss the
supernatural and mystical seek strength in numbers, popular
opinion to make their case, which is no argument at all.) The
high stakes exchange illustrates the gravity and consequences

of the age-old clash. If religion is to be followed, it must
be regulated by reason; if reason is to properly play its
part, it must bow to realities beyond its grasp.
The Priest and Fox provide an extremely stark contrast of
views during this conflict. The Fox presents a compare-andcontrast list of the Priest’s teachings, revealing what he
believes defies the Law of Non-Contradiction.[22] The Priest
first responds to the abstractions by appeal to concrete
realities. Greek wisdom “brings no rain and grows no corn.” He
portrays such constricting logic as unable to offer
“understanding of holy things . . . demand[ing] to see such
things clearly, as if the gods were no more than letters
written in a book . . .nothing,” he continues, “that is said
clearly [about the gods] can be said truly about them . . .
Holy wisdom is not clear and thin like water, but thick and
dark like blood.”[23] The apologist cannot help but think of
the frustration of trying to communicate the mysterious
paradoxes of spiritual truth and meaning to skeptics who
demand only linear logic from a naturalist point of view. (The
Fox continually appeals to “the Nature of things” and says
“according to Nature.”) One must also guard against becoming
Fox-like, limiting inquiry and explanation merely to that
accessible to the physical senses and human reason. Either
philosopher or accommodating priest / poet can make that
mistake; via their opposite approaches, whether overly from
man’s reason or God’s assumed reasons, deny the paradoxes of
reality.
Ironically, Orual’s conversion to real belief in the
numinous—halting and years-long—begins during this fight.
Though she’d “have hanged the Priest and made the Fox a king”
if she could, she realized the power lay in the Priest’s
position.[24] Her convincing comes in a climactic moment, when
pressed at literal knifepoint to stop prophesying the
unwelcome judgment, the Priest shows unearthly peace, calm,
and indeed a willingness to die. “While I have breath,” he

intoned, “I am Ungit’s voice.” Resolute and full of faith at
death’s door, his was evidence beyond reason, much as the
testimony of Christ’s Apostles in their martyrdoms. This was
not lost on Orual, who narrates, “The Fox had taught me to
think—at any rate to speak of—the Priest as of a mere schemer
and a politic man” who pretended and said whatever would
provide him power or gain, in Ungit’s name.[25] The Fox’s
prize student now saw through personal experience—the kind he
taught her to guard against—that the Priest was sincere unto
death. “He was sure of Ungit.”[26] He may have been mistaken
or misled, but he did not pretend. One of the modern
apologist’s greatest arguments is a convinced life and a
faith, well-tested, sometimes right in front of the skeptic.
The ultimate witness: a life and death scenario.
After a lifetime, in the afterlife, the Fox repents of his
constraints and biases of the supernatural and religious. In
this, Lewis communicates a truth applicable today. “I taught
[Orual], as men teach a parrot, to say ‘Lies of poets,’ and
‘Ungit’s a false image.’ . . . I never told her why the old
Priest got something from the dark House [of Ungit] that I
never got from my trim sentences . . . I made her think a
prattle of maxims would do, all thin and clear as water.”[27]
How like so many testimonies of those who, in our day, come to
Christ after years of dismissing and rationally ruling out the
reality of the transcendent. Words are cheap and book
knowledge only gets one so far, the Fox admits. What a mirror
of teachers who lead people of faith away from that which
requires revelation using smart-sounding verbiage. Hence, for
those enamored with the Richard Dawkinses of our time, a
reading of this novel may be the foxiest way of all to reach
them.
Orual is a product of her own Need-Love[28], which is serviced
alternately by her Fox-taught Greek rationalism and belief in
humanoid gods, whom she thinks she can control. As a young
woman being flirted with by a prince on the lam, she

characteristically staunches true emotions. “I had a fool’s
wish to lengthen” the encounter, she says. “But I came to my
senses.” On her odyssey to save her sister from a supposedly
evil god, Orual blocks every sentiment with controlling
motherly logic, eschewing all glimpses of and desires for the
divine. She chooses to outwit the gods. She ends up the pawn
in the hands of the gods, however gracious, that she fancied
to be her equals.
The Orual-Queen-Psyche’s-twin character spends a lifetime
employing Greek wisdom learned under the Fox to seek out
life’s mysteries of human and divine relations, up to the
bittersweet end, constantly denouncing the gods for the woes
she experiences. Face to face with divinity, her bitter hiding
reveals her glorious humanity. Now, true-faced, she is free.
Up until then the helpless, yet defiantly and impressively
skillful independence she exhibits as a mothering sister, and
later as regent, so well illustrate fallen human defiance of
the true God of the Bible, seen most vividly in well-educated
apostates and atheists today. Those unbelievers, consumed by
angry confusion regarding suffering and life’s seeming
futilities, should find both empathy and resolution in this
novel.[29] While doing excellently (in human terms) for a
lifetime, as Orual did, one can still deny the existence of
the divine while cursing the god’s or God’s supposed effects
on mere mortals. Orual’s torturous private thought life
increasingly revealed her sin nature, which she turned back
into ravings against the fate of the gods. Control was her
only weapon, until the deaths of all who propped up her life
and kingdom, and until visions of her corrupted affections
forced humility upon her. Such desperate machinations to live
a meaningful life in the face of deadening routine punctuated
by tragedy, in turn, raises the biggest questions of life: Why
are we here? Are we mere mortals or eternal beings with a
destiny? If the latter, what or who determines our fate—is
there really meaningful choice or only divine whim or
something else? Lewis creates multi-layered characters who

live out the quest for ultimate answers.
In another resolution of sorts, the myth comes full circle
through the Fox and priesthood back to Greece. Arnom, the new
Priest of Ungit, adds a notation on Orual’s book (at our
novel’s end) entreating anyone travelling to Greece to take it
there,[30] which may ironically imply that the barbarians had
something to teach the world’s greatest philosophers.
Likelier, Arnom, who put himself under the tutelage of the
Fox, meant to dedicate the Queen’s life saga to a greater
civilization. Is this a symbolic merging and maturing of the
two schools of thought and faith? A reference to Arnom as
“priest of Aphrodite,” likely indicates his fuller
“Greekification.” Whether this change was for ill, good or
neutral is hard to say. Perhaps the former priest of the crude
barbarian goddess Ungit was effectively sending a message, as
if to preach: “To those in Greece, supreme land of learning
and reason, place of the gods of the philosophers, we commend
you this account of a Being beyond description who revealed
our Queen’s aching fallenness, journey into redemption, and
glorified revelation as a goddess in her own right.” This
writer’s weak grasp of Greek mythology and theology
notwithstanding, it seems clear Lewis offers much resolution
of reason and religion, of the contemplative and the Enjoyed,
however incomplete it must naturally be.
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